Redox-Responsive and Dual-Targeting Hyaluronic Acid-Methotrexate Prodrug Self-Assembling Nanoparticles for Enhancing Intracellular Drug Self-Delivery.
The clinical translation of methotrexate (MTX) is limited because of low aqueous solubility, poor bioavailability, low uptake efficiency, and toxicity concerns. Herein, dual-acting MTX (not only targeting folate receptors but also killing cells via inhibition of intracellular folate metabolism) and hyaluronic acid (HA, targeting CD44 receptors) were selected to be covalently linked by the redox-responsive disulfide bond. The synthesized prodrug (HA-SS-MTX) as a molecular structural motif could self-assemble into simple yet multifunctional nanoparticles (HA-SS-MTX NPs) in aqueous solution. The HA-SS-MTX NPs displayed an average diameter of ∼110 nm with a uniformly spherical shape and maintained stability in different physiological media. Moreover, the HA-SS-MTX NPs could exhibit a sharp redox-dependent response for rapid structure disassembly and sequential MTX release compared to the redox-irresponsive group (HA-ADH-MTX NPs). Furthermore, the results of confocal microscopy and flow cytometry verified that the nanosystems were selectively uptaken by cancer cells via folate and CD44 receptor-mediated internalization through the dual-active targeting mechanism. In addition, HA-SS-MTX NPs could accumulate within tumor sites for a longer period. Notably, in vitro and in vivo antitumor results demonstrated that HA-SS-MTX NPs significantly promoted the death of cancer cells and enhanced the inhibition of tumor growth while reducing the toxicity as compared to MTX and HA-ADH-MTX NPs. Therefore, the smart HA-SS-MTX NPs as the simple and efficient platform have great potential in tumor-targeting drug delivery and therapy.